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Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park 
Source Water Assessment Report 

Summary of Analysis 

1. Introduction 

The Source Water Assessment Program, mandated by the 1996 Amendments to the Safe 
Drinking Water Act, requires that states provide the information needed by public water systems 
to develop drinking water protection plans if they choose. That information includes the 
identification of the area most critical to maintaining safe drinking water, i.e., the Drinking 
Water Protection Area, an inventory of potential sources of contamination within the Drinking 
Water Protection Area, and an assessment of the relative threat that these potential sources pose 
to the water system. 

The intent of this report is to present our conclusions regarding the source water assessment 
analysis for your water system. It is our hope that this information will be used as a basis for 
reducing the risk of contamination to your water source through the development of a voluntary 
Drinking Water Protection Plan (DWPP). Should you decided to proceed with the development 
of a DWPP, this document can serve as the foundation for the plan. If, however, a more in depth 
analysis of the local hydrogeology, water system susceptibility, and/or the water system specific 
assumptions is needed to help promote the development of a DWPP, a more comprehensive 
assessment analysis can be made available to you by contacting either the DHS Project Manager 
or the DHS Drinking Water Program Groundwater Coordinator. 

The methodology that the Source Water Assessment results are based on is included in the 
Appendix (see "Source Water Assessment Methodology"). This section includes a discussion of 
the source water assessment project; groundwater basics; and the processes involved with 
conducting the delineation, sensitivity analysis, potential contaminant source inventory, and 
overall water system susceptibility. Therefore, it is our intention that the assessment results, 
identified in this portion of the report, be used in conjunction with the methodology and rational 
presented in the Appendix. For instance, if questions arise regarding our conclusions with 
respect to a specific element of the assessment (i.e. type of delineation used, aquifer sensitivity, 
well construction sensitivity, etc.), the methodology that lead to our conclusions can be reviewed 
in the Appendix for further clarification. 

We believe public awareness is a powerful tool for protecting drinking water and that the 
information provided in this report will help you increase local awareness regarding land use 
activities and local drinking water quality. We have also included a groundwater fact sheet and a 
list of Oregon specific drinking water protection information and resources in Appendices as 
well. 
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2. Water System Background 

The Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park is a privately-owned water system located in Douglas 
County serving approximately 180 residents through 87 connections. Drinking water is supplied 
by four Wells, numbered 1 through 4. In addition the system has an intake, currently inactive, on 
the North Umpqua River for emergency purposes. The system chlorinates for disinfection 
purposes. 

2.1 Location of the Drinking Water Sources 

We have located your drinking water source using a Trimble GeoExplorer II Global Positioning 
System (GPS) unit. The data has been differentially corrected to remove some of the common 
positioning errors. The location of the source( s ), with the corresponding Drinking Water 
Protection Area, has been placed in a Geographic Information System (GIS) layer and projected 
onto a USGS 7.5 minute topographic map that is included within this report. In order to be 
consistent with the topographic map, the projection uses the NAD1927 datum. The latitude and 
longitude values given on the map and below, however, reflect a projection in the more 
commonly used WGS1984 datum. 

Data collection specifics include: 
• 150 individual measurements, 
• linked to a minimum of four satellites, 
• a PDOP of less than 6 (pertains to precision of measurement), and 
• a signal to noise ratio of greater than 5. 

The raw data was subjected to differential correction using the PATHFINDER software. The 
location data for your drinking water source(s) using the WGS84 datum is as follows: 

Source Latitude Longitude 
Well #1 - Source AA    
Well #2 - Source AB    
Well #4 - Source AD    
Well #3 - Source AE   

2.2 Source Construction 

The system's Well I was completed in October, 1978. A 9-inch hole was drilled to 36 feet with 
a 6-inch hole continuing to a total depth of 130 feet. An adequate quantity of groundwater was 
apparently encountered at 106 feet. The static water level ( depth to water in the well when the 
pump is at rest) was reported as 18 feet. Six-inch steel casing was installed from the surface to a 
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depth of at 61 feet. No screens or perforations were installed in the casing. Cement was placed 
in the annular space between the casing and the hole to a depth of 36 feet to serve as a casing 
seal. Although the depth of this seal is adequate, the diameter of the hole exceeds the diameter 
of the casing by only three inches instead of the required four inches. The cement was emplaced 
by pouring it down the hole along the casing. The minimum four inch difference between the 
hole and casing is to ensure a continuous seal. At smaller diameter differences, this cannot be 
guaranteed and the seal is therefore considered inadequate. 

The system's Well 2 was completed in July, 1994. A 10-inch hole was drilled to 38 feet with a 
6-inch hole continuing to a total depth of250 feet. An adequate quantity of groundwater was 
apparently encountered at 213 feet. The static water level was reported as 70 feet. It is 
important to note that permeable rocks occur within that depth range and groundwater will move 
into these rocks. Eight-inch steel casing was installed from the surface to a depth of at 38 feet; 
four-inch plastic liner was placed to a depth of 243 feet. The liner was perforated from 20 to 243 
feet. Bentonite was placed in the annular space between the casing and the hole to a depth of 3 8 
feet to serve as a casing seal. This seal is considered inadequate because it allows the exchange 
of groundwater between the deeper water-bearing zone and the shallower permeable layers, 
potentially resulting in a loss of artesian pressure. The casing seal should have extended to a 
depth of 108 feet. 

The system's Well 3 was completed in October, 1996. A 10-inch hole was drilled to 39 feet with 
an 6-inch hole continuing to a total depth of 310 feet. An adequate quantity of groundwater was 
apparently encountered in the interval of241 to 242 feet. The static water level was reported as 
35 feet. Permeable geologic strata occur between that depth and the aquifer. Six-inch steel 
casing was installed from 2 feet above the surface to a depth of 37 feet; Four inch plastic liner 
extends to a depth of 268 feet. The hole is open, no casing or liner, from 268 to 310 feet. The 
liner was perforated from 124 to 268 feet. Bentonite was placed in the annular space between 
the casing and the hole to a depth of 22 feet to serve as a casing seal. This seal is considered 
inadequate because it allows the exchange of groundwater between the deeper water-bearing 
zone and the shallower permeable layers, potentially resulting in a loss of artesian pressure. The 
casing seal should have extended to a depth of 194 feet. 

No information is available regarding the original construction of Well 4. A reconditioning of 
the well in 1997 indicates that the well is 248 feet deep. Four-inch PVC liner was placed from 
two feet above the surface to a depth of248 feet. Screens replace the liner in the intervals of98 
to 108 feet and from 208 to 248 feet. The static water level was reported as 70 feet. The lack of 
well construction information extends to the casing seal. Absent such information, this seal is 
considered inadequate. 

The well reports for these wells are in the Appendix. 
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2.3 Nature and Characteristics of the Aquifer 

The aquifer supplying drinking water to the Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park's Water 
System Wells consists of sediments and associated volcanic rocks of the Colestin-Fisher 
Formation. 

As described in the well construction discussion above, the depth to first water encountered in 
the wells is deeper than the static water level after well completion. This implies that the 
groundwater is nuder pressure and that the aquifer should be considered confined, i.e., there are 
persistent materials of low permeability separating the aquifer from the surface. Based on the 
well report, the aquifer consists oflayers of soft (fractured) sandstone and volcanic rocks of 
either andesite or basalt composition. The low permeability materials consist of nnfractured 
sandstone. 
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3. Delineation Results 

The purpose of the Drinking Water Protection Area (DWPA) delineation is to identify the area at 
the surface which overlies the critical portion of the aquifer that's supplying groundwater to the 
water system's well(s) and/or spring(s). Therefore, DRS Drinking Water Program staff have 
collected and reviewed data for the purpose of delineating the DWP A for your water system. 
The area included in the DWP A is designed to approximate the next 10 or 15 years of 
groundwater supply for the water system, depending on delineation method, and is shown in the 
Appendix as Figure 1. We have enhanced the usefulness of the DWPA map by identifying 
additional five-year, two-year, and one-year "Time-Of-Travel Zones" inside the DWP A. 

The scope of work for this portion of the assessment included interviewing the water system 
operator, researching written reports, reviewing well logs, and establishing a base map of the 
delineated area. Based on the service population and the potential for mutual interference of the 
wells, the delineation of the DWP As for the wells were accomplished using RESSQC, an 
analytical model included in the WHP A (Wellhead Protection Area) software (Blandford and 
Huyakorn, 1991) (See Appendix for explanation of delineation process). In this particular case, 
however, a horizontal gradient was assumed. The resulting DWP As for the Forrest Ranch 
Mobile Home Park's wells are shown in the Appendix as Figure 1. Specific information 
regarding the parameters used in the delineation process including; the delineation method, 
estimated pump rate, and aquifer characteristics can be found in "Parameters Used in Delineation 
Model" in the Appendix. 
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4. Sensitivity Analysis Results 

After the Drinking Water Protection Area (DWP A) has been identified, aquifer susceptibility to 
potential contaminant sources inside the DWP A can be evaluated. Aquifer susceptibility is 
dependent on two factors, the natural environment's characteristics that permit migration of a 
contaminant into the aquifer (i.e., aquifer sensitivity) and the presence, distribution, and nature of 
the potential contaminant sources within the DWP A. It should be understood that the public 
water system's drinking water source cannot be susceptible to contamination, even if potential 
contaminant sources are present, unless the aquifer or the constructed source water intake are 
sensitive to contamination. Therefore, the intent of the sensitivity analysis is to identify those 
areas within the DWP A where the aquifer is most sensitive to contamination. The analysis is 
based on data collected or generated during the DWP A delineation process and is designed to 
meet the needs of other existing or developing programs such as Monitoring Waivers and the 
Groundwater Rule. 

The results of the sensitivity analysis are provided in the tables that follow. Information and 
sensitivity ratings regarding the aquifer and water quality are provided in Table 4.1 while 
information and sensitivity ratings regarding the well and its construction is provided in Table 
4.2. A clarification of the ratings is provided as comments where appropriate. 

Based on this analysis, the drinking water source is considered highly sensitive to 
contamination. This determination is based on the lack of information regarding the 
construction of Well 4, the fact that the wellhead for Well 1 does not terminate above grade, and 
the inadequate construction of Well l's casing seal. 

Also contributing to sensitivity is the potential for loss of artesian pressure in Wells 2 and 3, the 
age of Wells 2 and 3, the presence ofhighlypermeable soils in the DWP As of Wells 1, 2 and 3, 
the proximity of surface water to Wells 2 and 3, and a moderate infiltration potential for water 
from the surface to travel to the aquifer at all well sites. 
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Table 4.1 Aquifer Sensitivity Analysis. 

Sensitivity 

Parameter H M L Comments 

Depth to first water-bearing zone below v Well 1=106; Well2=213; Well 
casing seal (ft). 3=241; Well 4=Unk 

Aquifer characteristics and hydraulic v Confined fractured sedimentary 
nature. rock and/or volcanic rock 

v Up to 241 feet of fractured and 
Overburden thickness and characteristics. unfractured sedimentary rock 

v Except moderate in Well 4 
Highest soil sensitivity iu Protection Area. DWPA 

Traverse potential score (10 = High). v Well 1, 2, 3=1; Well 4=Unk 

Infiltration potential score (10 = High). v Well 1, 2, 3=6; Well 4=Unk 

Organic chemical detections. v None 

Inorganic chemical detections. v None 

Source related coliform detections. v None detected. 

Nitrate concentrations (Drinking Water v Not detected 
Standard= 10 mg/L). 

Fractured bedrock near surface in v Yes 
Protection Area. 

Other wells score (Significant Risk = 400). v Score= 97 

Surface water within 500 feet of wellhead. v Yes for Wells 2 and 3 

Sodium up to 93 mg/L 
Other: Sodium exceeding 20 mg/L1 (11/22/98) 

1. It is recommended that if the sodium content exceeds 20 mg/L that the system notify its 
customers so that anyone who is on a prescribed low-sodium diet can notify their doctor of this 
source of sodium in their diet. 
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Table 4.2 Well Construction Sensitivity Analysis. 

Sensitivity 

Parameter H M L Comments 

Well 1=6l;Well2=38; Well 
Casing depth (ft). 3=37; Well 4=Unk 

Well 1=36; Well2=38; Well 
Casing seal depth (ft). 3=39; Well 4=Unk 

Well construction setback deficiencies i,I Well I wellhead terminates 
from site visit. below grade. 

Well report information missing or i,I Yes for Well 4 
unknown. 

Casing seal information missing or i,I Yes for Well 4 
unknown. 

Casing seal material. i,I Well I =Cement; Well 2, 
3=bentonite; Well 4=Unk 

Well open to multiple aquifers i,I Yes for Well 2, 3 
(Loss of artesian pressure suspected). 

Casing seal construction. i,I Inadequate for Well I, 2, 3 and 4 

i,I Well 1=1978; Well 2=1994; 
Year Constructed. Well 3=1996; Well 4=Unk 
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5. Potential Contaminant Source Inventory 

An inventory of potential contamination sources was performed within the Drinking Water 
Protection Area and the results are shown in Figure 2 in the Appendix. The primary intent of the 
inventory was to identify and locate significant potential contaminant sources of concern. This 
inventory was conducted by reviewing applicable state and federal regulatory databases and land 
use maps, interviewing persons knowledgeable of the area, and conducting a windshield survey 
by driving through the drinking water protection area to field locate and verify as many of the 
potential contaminant source activities as possible. It is important to remember the sites and 
areas identified are onlv potential sources of contamination to the drinking water. Environmental 
contamination is not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed properly. 

5.1 Potential Contaminant Sources within the Two-Year Time-of
Travel Zone for the Wells 

The delineated two-year time of travel zone for Well #1 is primarily dominated by residential 
land use. Five potential contaminant source locations were identified in the two-year time-of
travel zone and include sewer lines, a mobile home park, Highway 138, heavy river recreation, 
and abandoned wells. The potential contaminant sources within the two-year time-of-travel all 
pose a relatively higher to moderate risk to the drinking water supply with the exception of the 
river recreation, which presents a lower risk. The sewer lines have a potentially high risk of 
transmitting micro-organisms to the groundwater. There were no facilities or sites identified on 
the regulatory databases that were searched within the Drinking Water Protection Area. 

The delineated two-year time of travel zone for Well #2 is primarily dominated by residential 
land use. Four potential contaminant source locations (Reference Numbers 2, 3, 6 and 7 on 
Figure 2 and Table 2 in the Appendix Materials) were identified in the two-year time-of-travel 
zone and include the Highway 138, sewer lines, rural homes, and river recreation along the 
Umpqua River. The potential contaminant sources within the two-year time-of-travel all pose a 
relatively higher to moderate risk to the drinking water supply with the exception of the river 
recreation and rural home septic systems, which present a lower risk. The sewer lines and rural 
home septic systems have a potentially high risk of transmitting micro-organisms to the 
groundwater. 

The delineated two-year time of travel zone for Well #3 is primarily dominated by residential 
land use. Three potential contaminant source locations were identified in the two-year time-of
travel zone sewer lines, Highway 138, and rural homes. The potential contaminant sources 
within the two-year time-of-travel all pose a relatively higher to moderate risk to the drinking 
water supply with the exception of rural homes, which present a lower risk. The sewer lines and 
rural home septic systems have a potentially high risk of transmitting micro-organisms to the 
groundwater. 
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The delineated two-year time of travel zone for Well #4 is primarily dominated by housing. One 
potential contaminant source location (Reference Numbers 6 on Figure 2 and Table 2 in the 
Appendix Materials) were identified in the two-year time-of-travel zone and include sewer lines. 
The potential contaminant source within the two-year time-of-travel poses a relatively high risk 
to the drinking water supply. The sewer lines have a potentially high risk of transmitting micro
organisms to the groundwater. 

5.2 Potential Contaminant Sources within the Five-Year and 
Fifteen-Year Time-of-Travel Zones for the Wells 

The drinking water protection area for Well #1 within the five-year and fifteen-year time-of
travel zones is primarily occupied by managed forest land and residential housing. Three 
potential contaminant source locations were identified in this area which are detailed on Table 2 
in the Appendix Materials and include managed forest land, a random dumpsite, and an RV park. 
The potential contaminant sources within the five-year and fifteen-year time-of-travel all pose 
relatively higher to moderate risk to the drinking water supply with the exception of the RV park, 
which presents a lower risk. 

The drinking water protection area for Well #2 within the five-year and fifteen-year time-of
travel zones is primarily occupied by managed forest land. Three potential contaminant source 
locations were identified in this area which are detailed on Table 2 in the Appendix Materials 
and include managed forest land, pasture and an RV Park. The potential contaminant sources 
within the five-year and fifteen-year time-of-travel all pose relatively higher to moderate risk to 
the drinking water supply with the exception of the pasture and RV Park, which present a lower 
risk. 

The drinking water protection area for Well #3 within the five-year and fifteen-year time-of
travel zones is primarily occupied by managed forest land. One potential contaminant source 
location was identified in this area which is detailed on Table 2 in the Appendix Materials and 
includes heavy river recreation. The potential contaminant source within the five-year and 
fifteen-year time-of-travel poses a relatively moderate to low risk to the drinking water supply. 

The drinking water protection area for Well #4 within the five-year and fifteen-year time-of
travel zones is primarily occupied by managed forest lands. No additional potential contaminant 
source locations were identified in this area. 

Area-wide potential sources such as the residential areas, managed forest lands, and 
transportation corridors extend from the two-year time-of-travel zone into the fifteen-year time
of-travel zone. These land uses occur throughout the drinking water protection area and are 
shown on Figure 2 in the location nearest to the well. 
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6. Susceptibility of the Drinking Water Source 

In general, Potential Contaminant Sources (PCSs) within the shorter time-of-travel zones pose a 
greater risk than those in the longer time-of-travel zones. Also of concern is the location and 
distribution of these sources with respect to high and moderately sensitive areas. Overlaying the 
PCS location map (Figure 2 in Appendix) on top of the sensitivity map for the water system 
provides a tool to determine the susceptibility of the community's drinking water supply to 
contamination from each PCS (see Figure 3 in Appendix). 

6.1 Aquifer Susceptibility to Potential Contaminant Sources Inside 
the Drinking Water Protection Area. 

Table 6.1, indicates the relationship between potential contaminant source risk, aquifer 
sensitivity, and estimated contaminant arrival time at the well, wellfield, and/or spring. The 
community can use the PCS location numbers on the inventory map in conjunction with the 
displayed aquifer sensitivity and relative risk rankings for each PCS from Table 2 in the 
Appendix to identify the susceptibility of the drinking water source to contamination from each 
PCS and take steps to reduce the risk accordingly. 

We have attempted to quantify the relative susceptibility of the water system with regard to the 
PCSs present in the Drinking Water Protection Area (DWPA) using Table 6.1. Across the top of 
the table, each Time-of-Travel (TOT) zone is subdivided to account for areas of high, moderate, 
and low sensitivity that may exist between each TOT. Potential contaminant source risk 
categories (high, moderate, and low) are listed down the left hand side of the table. The relative 
aquifer susceptibility to each PCS is demonstrated by the shading of each cell in the table. Cells 
that are shaded dark gray indicate a highly-susceptible condition, light gray shaded cells indicate 
a moderately-susceptible condition, and white cells indicate conditions of low susceptibility. 
The number in each cell indicates the number of potential contaminant sources that meet the 
conditions for that cell. Cells that do not contain a number indicate that there are no known 
potential contaminant sources that meet the conditions for the cell. Potential contaminant 
sources that meet the specific criteria for a cell in Table 6.1 can be identified by reviewing Table 
2 in the Appendix. The number of potential contaminant sources is totaled across the bottom of 
the table. 
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Table 6.1. Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park Well #1 Snsceptibility as a Function of 
PCS Risk, TOT Zone, and A uifer Sensitivi . 

2-Yr TOT 2- to 5-Yr TOT 

High Risk PCSs 

Moderate Risk PCSs 

Low Risk PCSs I I 

TotalPCSs 7 I 4 3 

Table 6.1. Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park Well #2 Susceptibility as a Function of 
PCS Risk, TOT Zone, and A uifer Sensitivi . 

High Risk PCSs 

Moderate Risk PCSs 

Low Risk PCSs 2 2 3 

Totai PCSs 6 4 6 

Table 6.1. Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park Well #3 Susceptibility as a Function of 
PCS Risk, TOT Zone, and A uifer Sensitivi . 

2-Yr TOT 2- to 5-Yr TOT 

High Risk PCSs 

Moderate Risk PCSs 

Low Risk PCSs I 2 1 

Total PCSs 4 6 4 
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Table 6.1. Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park Well #4 Susceptibility as a Function of 
PCS Risk, TOT Zone, and A uifer Sensitivi . 

High Risk PCSs 

Moderate Risk PCSs 

Low Risk PCSs 

Total PCSs 1 1 2 

The distribution of high, moderate, and low sensitivity areas inside the Drinking Water 
Protection Area can be determined using either soil sensitivity (permeability) or the mapped 
distribution of Traverse Potential (TP) or Infiltration Potential (IP). In the case of the Forrest 
Ranch Mobile Home Park water system we have decided to rely upon soil perm.eability as an 
indicator of sensitivity. Moderately to highly permeable soils are found within the Drinking 
Water Protection Areas. The IP score calculated for each well indicates a moderately sensitive 
condition due to high rainfall amounts. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the natural 
aquifer sensitivity to contamination throughout the DWPA is moderate to high (see pattern 
distribution in Figure 2). 

During the potential contaminant source inventory, a total of eleven potential contaminant source 
locations and 49 potential contaminant sources were identified inside the DWP As. If any of 
these potential contaminant sources have been identified as an area-wide source, they have been 
evaluated with respect to each time-of-travel zone in which they occur. As a result, the total 
number of potential contaminant sources evaluated in the above susceptibility tables may exceed 
the number identified on the potential contaminant source inventory map (Figure 2 of the 
Appendix). 

As indicated in the above tables, 18 potential contaminant sources occur inside the 2-year TOTs, 
16 sources fall between the 2- and 5-year TOTs, and 15 sources have been identified between the 
5- and 15-year TOTs. Of the potential contaminant sources identified inside the 2-year TOTs, 
eight are of high-risk, six are of moderate-risk, and four are oflow-risk. Based on the analysis 
results shown in the relative susceptibility tables, we consider the Forrest Ranch Mobile Home 
Park to be moderately susceptible to the high-risk potential contaminant sources identified inside 
the 2-year TOTs (Potential contaminant Source Reference No. 1, 2, 3 and 8 on Figure 3 in the 
Appendix). Therefore we recommend that these potential contaminant sources not only be 
addressed in any Drinking Water Protection Plan but also in any Water System 
Emergency Response Plan. 

The water supply also appears to be moderately susceptible to the remaining high-risk potential 
contaminant sources identified between the 2- and 15-year TOT zones. As a result of this 
analysis, we recommend that the water system develop a Drinking Water Protection Plan that 
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addresses all high- and moderate-risk potential contaminant sources within the DWP A, 
beginning with those sources which represent the greatest susceptibility risk. At a minimum, the 
water system should work with representatives from those PCSs posing a moderate- to high
susceptibility risk within the DWP A to (1) determine the level of environmental protection 
employed in the day-to-day operations of the facility and (2) identify any reasonable Best 
Management Practices that will lead to an overall reduction of contamination risk. 

6.2 Water System Susceptibility to Viral Contaminant Sources 
within the Two-Year Time-of-Travel Zone. 

The area within the two-year TOT roughly identifies the next two years of groundwater supply 
for the water system. The two-year time frame is used as a conservative estimate of the survival 
time for some viruses. Based on the assessment results, the drinking water source is 
considered highly sensitive. Therefore, we consider the Forrest Ranch Mobile Home 
Park's water supply susceptible to viral contamination because a viral source (high capacity 
septic system) was identified inside the two-year TOT. 
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7. Conclusions 

The Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park's water system draws water from a deeper confined 
aquifer within the fractured sedimentary rocks of the Colestin Fisher Formation. Assessment 
results indicate that the water system would be moderately to highly susceptible to a 
contamination event inside the identified Drinking Water Protection Area. The presence of 
several high- and moderate-risk potential contaminant sources within the protection area was 
confirmed through a potential contaminant source inventory. Under a ''worst case" scenario, 
where it is assumed that nothing is being done to protect groundwater quality at the identified 
potential contaminant sources, the assessment results indicate that the water system would be 
moderately susceptible to the identified high-risk potential contaminant sources. In addition, the 
assessment results indicate that, at this time, the water system is considered susceptible to viral 
contamination. 
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8. Recommended Use of the Source Water Assessment 
Report 

The costs associated with contaminated drinking water are high. Developing an approach to 
protect that resource, such as a Drinking Water Protection Plan, can reduce the potential for 
contamination of the local drinking water supply. This report contains a summary of the local 
geology and well construction issues as they pertain to the quality of your drinking water source. 
We have identified the area we believe to be most critical to preserving your water quality (the 
Drinking Water Protection Area) and have identified potential sources of contamination within 
that area. In addition, we provide you with recommendations, i.e., Best Management Practices, 
regarding the proper use and practices associated with some common potential contamination 
sources (See "BMPs for Activities Commonly Found in Drinking Water Protection Areas" in the 
Appendix). We believe public awareness is a powerful tool for protecting drinking water and 
that the information provided in this report will help you increase local awareness regarding the 
relationship between land use activities and drinking water quality. To that end, the process for 
developing a Drinking Water Protection Plan can be summarized as follows: 

Assessment Phase (Source Water Assessment Provided by DHS and DEQ) 

• Delineate the area that serves as the source of the public water supply (Drinking Water 
Protection Area (DWP A)) 

• Inventory the potential risks or sources of contamination within the DWP A 
• Determine the areas most susceptible to contamination 

Protection Phase (performed by the water system or community) 

• Assemble a local Drinking Water Protection Team 
• Enhance the Source Water Assessment if necessary 
• Develop a plan to reduce the risk of contamination (protect the resource) 
• Develop a contingency plan to address the potential loss of the drinking water supply 
• Certify ( optional) and implement the Drinking Water Protection Plan 

The assessment phase was funded by the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. Its purpose is to 
supply the water system with the information necessary to develop a Drinking Water Protection 
Plan. In Oregon, development of a protection plan is voluntary. 

Prior to moving into the protection phase, DEQ recommends the inventory presented in this 
document be reviewed in detail to clarify the presence, location, operational practices, actual 
risks, etc., of the identified facilities and land use activities. The Source Water Assessment 
(SW A) inventory should be regarded as a preliminary review of potential sources of 
contamination within the drinking water protection area. Resources within the community 
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should be used to do an "enhanced inventory" to refine this preliminary list of potential 
contaminant sources. 

It is also important to remember that not all of the inventoried activities will need to be addressed 
if you choose to develop a Drinking Water Protection Plan. When developing a protection plan, 
potential contaminant sources which pose little or no threat to your drinking water supply can be 
screened out. For example, if any of the land use activities are conducted in a manner that 
already significantly reduces the risk of a contamination release, the facility would not need to 
re-evaluate their practices based on drinking water protection "management". One of the goals 
for developing a plan based on the inventory results is to address those land use activities that do 
pose high or moderate risks to your public water supply. The system should target these 
facilities with greater levels of education and technical assistance to minimize the risk of 
contamination. 

Limited teclmical assistance is available through the DEQ and Drinking Water Program at DHS 
for water systems that choose to move beyond the assessments and voluntarily develop a 
Drinking Water Protection Plan. By using the results of the assessment, the water 
system/community can form a Drinking Water Protection Team comprised of individuals that 
have a stake in the plan's implementation. 

Forming a local team to help with the development of a protection plan is very important. 
Oregon's drinking water protection approach relies upon the concept of "community based 
protection", as are many other water quality programs. This simply refers to the concept of 
allowing local control and decision-making to implement the water quality protection effort. 
Community-based protection is successful only with significant local citizen stakeholder 
involvement. Community-based protection can draw on the knowledge and successful adaptive 
practices within the area. Landowners generally know best how to achieve water resource 
restoration and protection as long as a thorough explanation of the problem is provided, the 
objectives to solve the problem are clearly defined, and technical assistance is available. 

In community-based protection, citizens have more control and are therefore more likely to 
participate in the program and be more willing to assist with the educational and outreach effort 
which will make the plan successful. We recommend that the protection plan be developed so as 
to minimize any burdens on individual property owners, but maximize the equity in 
responsibility for reducing the risks of future contamination. 

Protecting the drinking water supply in a community can also be a very effective way to 
encourage all citizens to participate in issues which directly affect everyone in that community. 
This often leads to more public involvement in other significant local decisions concerning 
future livability issues, e.g., land use planning. In communities already developing and 
implementing Drinking Water Protection Plans, the process has served to bring many diverse 
interests together on a common goal and strengthen the local rural and urban relationships 
through communication and increased understanding. The risks and sources of water quality 
problems are not only from industries, farmers, and managed forest, but every individual living, 
commuting, and working in that area. 
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Communities/water systems interested in developing Drinking Water Protection Plans may 
contact the Department of Environmental Quality (503-229-5413) or the DHS Drinking Water 
Program (541-726-2587) for further information. 
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Appendices 

References 

Figures 

Inventory of Potential Contaminant Sources 

Well Reports 

Parameters Used in Delineation Model 

Groundwater Fact Sheet 

BMPs for Activities Commonly found in Drinking Water Protection 
Areas 

Drinking Water Protection in Oregon 

Source Water Assessment Methodology 

Additional copies of the Appendix materials are available upon written request to 
the following address: 

Groundwater Coordinator 
Drinking Water- Program 
Department of Human Services 
444 A Street 
Springfield, OR 97477 
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Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park 
Drinking Water Protection Area 

Figure 1 

1000 0 1000 

Drinking Water Protection Areas with the 1-, 2-, 
5- and 15-year time-of-travel for groundwater 
to move through the aquifer to the wells shown. 
Note that the areas separating the individual 
drinking water protection areas are an artifact 
of the map-making process and are not isolated 
from the neighboring drinking water protection 
areas 
Delineation Method: GPTRAC analytical 
Model Parameters: 

Water Use (gal/day): Well 1=12,400; Well 2 = 
9250; Well 3=2200; Well 4=5900 
Effective porosity: 0.2 
Permeability: 1.1 ft/day 
Thickness of water-bearing zone: 12 ft 

PWS#4100714 

2000 3000 4000 5000 Feet 

Scale 1:15,000 N 
Well Locations (WGS1984 datum): 
Well 1:  
Well 2:  
Well 3:  
Well 4:  

A 
T26S R3W Section 10 
USGS Glide 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle 
Douglas County 

Prepared by: Kim Swanson 
Reviewed by: Dennis Nelson RG1224 
Drinking Water Program 
Oregon Department of Human Services 
9/12/2001 
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Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park 
Potential Contaminant Sources 

1000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 Feet 

Scale 1: 15,000 

Drinking Water Protection Area (DWPA) 
1, 2, 5, and 15 year Time of Travel (TOT) 
GPTRAC Analytical Method 

Prepared by: KK 03/28/2005 
Project Manager: DN RG# 1224 
File#4100714 

Potential Contaminant Sonrces 
EB Higher Relative Risk 
[!] Moderate Relative Risk 
& Low Relative Risk 

Note: Sites and areas noted in this figure are 
potential sources of contamination to the drinking 
water identified by Oregon drinking water protection 
staff. Environmental contamination is not likely to 
occur when chemicals are used and managed properly. 

Figure 2 

N 
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Numbers indicate potential contaminant sources 
which are outlined in Table 2 in the Appendix. )U~DRANGLE LOCATIO! 



Forrest Ranch Mobile Home Park Figure 
3 

Drinking Water Source Susceptibility 

1000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 Feet 

Scale 1: 15,000 

Note: Sites and areas noted in this figure are 
Drinking Water Protection Area (DWPA) potential sources of contamination to the drinking 
1, 2, 5, and 15 Year Time of Travel (TOT) water as identified by Oregon Drinking Water 

N 

A GPTRAC Analytical Method Protection Staff. 

Potential Contaminant Sources 
EB Higher Relative Risk 
0 Moderate Relative Risk 
& Low Relative Risk 

Sensitivity Analysis 
ffi High Soil Sensitivity 
§ Medium Soil Sensitivity 
[IJ Low Soil Sensitivity 

Environmental contamination is not likely to occur 
when chemicals are used and managed properly. 

Features or activities that are identified as high 
or moderate risk that occur within an area designated as 
high or moderate sensitivity pose a greater risk to drinking 
water quality than those in areas of low sensitivity-• 

Numbers indicate potential contaminant sources ('--7 
outlined in Table 2 in the Appendix. t:::_j 
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APPENDIX - INVENTORY OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES 

FORREST RANCH MOBILE PARK - PWS # 4100714 

OREGON SOURCE WATER ASSESSMENT 

Inventory Results 

Table 1. Summary of Potential Contaminant Sources by Land Use 

Table 2. Inventory Results - List of Potential Contaminant Sources 

Notes for Tables: 

Sites and areas identified in these Tables are only potential sources of contamination to the drinking 
water. Environmental contamination is not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed 
properly. 

Total number of sources listed in Table 1 in the DWPA may not add up to the total number of potential 
contaminants sources in Table 2 because more than one type of potential contaminant source may be 
present at any given facility. 

Data collected by Jennifer Claussen Oregon DEQ on 2/15/2005. 

Information from applicable state and federal regulatory databases is current as of 9/27/2004. 

Acronyms: 

AST - Aboveground Storage Tank 

DC - DE Q's Dry Cleaner database 

DEQ - Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

DWPA- Drinking Water Protection Area 

ECSI - DEQ's Environmental Cleanup Site Information database 

HWIMSY - DEQ's Hazardous Waste Information Management System database 

LUST - DEQ's Leaking Underground Storage Tank database 

NPDES - National Pollution Discharge Elimination System 

PCS - Potential Contaminant Source 

PWS - Public Water System 

SFM - State Fire Marshall's database of hazardous materials 

SIS - DEQ's Source Information System database (includes WPCF & NPDES permits) 

SWMS - DE Q's Solid Waste Management System database 

UST - DEQ's Underground Storage Tank database or Underground Storage Tank 

WPCF - Water Pollution Control Facility 

WRD - Oregon Water Resources Division database for water rights information 

3/15/2005 



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES BY LAND USE 

PWS # 4100714 FORREST RANCH MOBILE PARK 

Residential/Municipal Land Uses 

Potential Contamination Source 

Airport - Maintenance/Fueling Area 

Apartments and Condominiums 

Campgrounds/RV Parks 

Cemeteries - Pre-1945 
----~-·-----------------
Drinking Water Treatment Plants 
,. .. -· ---

Fire Station 

Fire Training Facilities 
--------------

Relative Total in 
Notes Risk Level DWPA 

-----
Higher 0 

Lower 0 
-----

(1) Lower 3 

Moderate O 

Moderate O 

Lower 0 

Moderate O 

Golf Courses Moderate O 
-------- -------- -----

Housing - High Density(> 1 House/0.5 acres) Moderate O 

Landfill/Dumps (1) Higher O 

Lawn Care - Highly Maintained Areas Moderate O 

Motor Pools Moderate O 

Parks Moderate O 

Railroad Yards/Maintenance/Fueling Areas Higher O 

Schools Lower O 

Septic Systems - High Density ( > 1 system/acre) (1) Higher O 
----

Sewer Lines - Close Proximity to PWS (1) Higher 4 
-------------

U ti Ii t y Stations - Maintenance Transformer Storage Higher 0 
- _,, __ ·- ·---

Waste Transfer/Recycling Stations (1) Moderate O 
-------- ----

Wastewater Treatment Plants/Collection Stations 

Other 

(1 l Moderate 0 

·-·-------~--------------

NOTES: 
Sites and areas identified in this Table are only potential sources of contamination to the drinking water. 
Environmental contamination is not likely to Occur when contaminants are used and managed properly. 
(1) - Potential source of microbial contamination 
(2) - Drip irrigated crops, such as vineyards and some vegetables, are considered lower risk than spray irrigation 
(3) - For groundwater public water systems, septic systems located within the 2-year time-of-travel (TOT) are 
considered moderate risks. 

3/15/2005 
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES BY LAND USE 

PWS# 4100714 FORREST RANCH MOBILE PARK 

Commercial/Industrial Land Uses 
Relative 

Potential Contamination Source Notes Risk Level 

Automobiles - Body Shops Higher 

Automobiles - Car Washes Moderate 

Automobiles - Gas Stations Higher 

Automobiles - Repair Shops Higher 

Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing Higher 
-----------··-----. 

Cement/Concrete Plants Moderate 

Chemical/Petroleum Processing/Storage Higher 

Dry Cleaners Higher 

Electrical/Electronic Manufacturing Higher 

Fleet/Trucking/Bus Terminals Higher 

Food Processing Moderate 
-· - "-------.. -- """"""·--· 

Furniture/Lumber/Parts Stores Moderate 

Home Manufacturing Higher 

Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards Higher 
-- ------

Machine Shops Higher 
·---·---·-

MedicalNet Offices (1) Moderate 
-- ----------------------

Metal Plating/Finishing/Fabrication Higher 

Mines/Gravel Pits Higher 
----·----- --- --- .... ----

Office Buildings/Complexes Lower 

Parking Lots/Malls(> 50 Spaces) Higher 

Photo Processing/Printing Higher 

Plastics/Synthetics Producer Higher 

Research Laboratories Higher 
---·-

RV/Mini Storage Lower 

Wood Preserving/Treating Higher 

Wood/Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills Higher 
--

Other 

NOTES: 
Sites and areas identified in this Table are only potential sources of contamination to the drinking water. 
Environmental contamination is not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed properly. 
(1) - Potential source of microbial contamination 
(2) - Drip irrigated crops, such as vineyards and some vegetables, are considered lower risk than spray irrigation 
(3) - For groundwater public water systems, septic systems located within the 2-year time-of-travel {TOT) are 
considered moderate risks. 

Total in 
DWPA 

0 

0 

0 

0 
·------
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES BY LAND USE 

PWS # 4100714 FORREST RANCH MOBILE PARK 

Agricultural/Forest Land Uses 
Relative 
Risk Level Potential Contamination Sour._,c:::ec__ ________________ N_o_te_s _____ _ 

Auction Lots (1 l Higher 

Boarding Stables (1) Moderate 
--------~------ -----------------------

Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) (1) 
------------~---~---

Crops - Irrigated (inc. orchards, vineyards, nurseries, greenhouses) (2) 

Higher 

Crops - Nonirrigated (inc. Christmas trees, grains, grass seed, pasture) 

Farm Machinery Repair 
------'--------'---- ------------------------

Grazing Animals(> 5 large animals or equivalent/acre) 

Lagoons/Liquid Wastes 

Land Application Sites 

Managed Forest Land - Broadcast Fertilized Areas 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

-------~ 

Managed Forest Land - Clearcut Harvest ( < 35 yrs.) 

Managed Forest Land - Partial Harvest(< 10 yrs.) 
--------

Man aged Forest Land - Road Density ( > 2 mi./sq. mi.) 

Pesticide/Fertilizer/Petroleum Storage, Handling, Mixing, & Cleaning Ar 

Recent Burn Areas(< 10 yrs.) 
------'--------'-----------

Man aged Forest Lands - Status Unknown 

Other 

NOTES: 

Moderate 

Lower 

Higher 

Moderate 

Higher 

Moderate 

Lower 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Higher 

Lower 

Moderate 

Sites and areas identified in this Table are only potential sources of contamination to the drinking water. 
Environmental contamination is not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed properly. 
(1) - Potential source of microbial contamination 
(2) - Drip irrigated crops, such as vineyards and some vegetables, are considered lower risk than spray irrigation 
(3) - For groundwater public water systems, septic systems located within the 2-year time-of-travel (TOT) are 
considered moderate risks. 

Total in 
DWPA 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-·----

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
------

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES BY LAND USE 

PWS# 4100714 FORREST RANCH MOBILE PARK 

Miscellaneous Land Uses 

Relative Total in 
Potential Contamination Source Notes Risk Level DWPA 

Above Ground Storage Tanks - Excluding Water Moderate 0 
Channel Alterations - Heavy Lower 0 

.. 
Combined Sewer Outfalls (1) Lower 0 
Stormwater Outfalls (1) Lower 0 
Composting Facilities (1) Moderate 0 

·---

Historic Gas Stations Higher 0 
·---·-·. 

Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills (1) Higher 0 
Homesteads - Rural - Machine Shops/Equipment Maintenance Higher 0 
Homesteads - Rural - Septic Systems ( < 1 /acre) (1 )(3) Lower 1 
Injection/Dry Wells, Sumps - Class V UICs (1) Higher 0 
Kennels (> 20 Pens) (1) Lower 0 
Military Installations Higher 0 
Random Dump Sites Moderate 2 
River Recreation - Heavy Use (inc. campgrounds) (1) Lower 1 
Sludge Disposal Areas (1) Moderate 0 
Stormwater Retention Basins (1) Moderate 0 
Transmission Lines - Right-of-Ways Lower 0 
Transportation - Freeways/State Highways/Other Heavy Use Roads Moderate 

Transportation - Railroads Moderate 0 
·-··- ··--

Transportation - Right-Of-Ways - Herbicide Use Areas Moderate 0 
Transportation - River Traffic - Heavy Lower 0 
Transportation - Stream Crossing - Perennial Lower 0 

.. --· 

UST - Confirmed Leaking Tanks - DEQ List Higher 0 
. ·------

UST - Decommissioned/Inactive Lower 0 
UST - Nonregulated Tanks(< 1,100 gals or Large Heating Oil Tanks) Higher 0 
UST - Not Upgraded and/or Registered Tanks Higher 0 
UST - Upgraded/Registered - Active Lower 0 

.,_ ___ 
UST - Status Unknown Higher 0 
Upstream Reservoirs/Dams Lower 0 
Wells/Abandoned Wells Higher 2 

Large Capacity Septic Systems (serves> 20 people) - Class V UICs (1) Higher 

Construction/Demolition Areas Moderate 0 
Other 

NOTES: 
Sites and .areas identified in this Table are only potential sources of contamination to the drinking water. 
Environmental contamination is not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed properly. 
(1) - Potential source of microbial contamination 
(2) - Drip irrigated crops, such as vineyards and some vegetables, are considered lower risk than spray irrigation 
(3) - For groundwater public water systems, septic systems located within the 2-year time-of-travel (TOT) are 
considered moderate risks. 
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TABLE 2. INVENTORY RESULTS - LIST OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES 

PWS# 4100714 FORREST RANCH MOBILE PARK 

Reference 
No. {See 
Figure) 

2 

Potential 
Contaminant 
Source Type 

Campgrounds/RV 
Parks 

Large Capacity 
Septic Systems 
(serves> 20 
people) - Class V 
UICs 

Homesteads -
Rural - Septic 
Systems{< 1/acre) 

Homesteads -
Rural - Septic 
Systems(< 1/acre) 

Wells/Abandoned 
Wells 

Wells/Abandoned 
Wells 

Name 

Forrest Ranch 
Mobile Home 
Park - Septic 
System 

Approximate 
Location 

Surrounding DWPA 

Rural Homesteads Throughout DWPA 

Proximity to 
Method for Sensitive 

City Listing Areas 

Glide Field- Within the 2-
Observation yr TOT 

Glide Field- Between 2-yr 
Observation and 5-yrTOT 

Within the 2-
yr TOT 

Between 2-yr 
and 5-yrTOT 

Within the 2-
yr TOT 

Relative 
Risk Level 
(1) Potential Impacts 

Lower Leaks or spills of automotive fluids or 
improperly managed septic systems and 
wastewater disposal may impact drinking 
water supply. Heavy usage along edge of 
waterbody may contribute to erosion, causing 
turbidity. 

Higher If not properly sited, designed, installed, and 
maintained, septic systems can impact 
drinking water. 

Lower If not properly sited, designed, installed, and 
maintained, septic systems can impact 
drinking water. Use of drain cleaners and 
dumping household hazardous wastes can 
result in groundwater contamination. 

Lower If not properly sited, designed, installed, and 
maintained, septic systems can impact 
drinking water. Use of drain cleaners and 
dumping household hazardous wastes can 
result in groundwater contamination. 

Higher Improperly installed or maintained wells and 
abandoned wells may provide a direct conduit 
for contamination to groundwater and drinking 
water source. 

Higher Improperly installed or maintained wells and 
abandoned wells may provide a direct conduit 
for contamination to groundwater and drinking 
water source. 

Note: Sites and areas identified in this Table are only potential sources of contamination to the drinking water. Environmental contamination is not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed properly. 

(1) Where multiple potential contaminant sources exist at a site, the highest level of risk is used. 

(2) See Table 3 for database listings (if necessary). 

3/15/2005 
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Comments 

Windshield survey completed 
only - PWS did not participate in 
inventory. 

Windshield survey completed 
only - PWS did not participate in 
inventory. 



TABLE 2. INVENTORY RESULTS· LIST OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES 

PWS# 4100714 FORREST RANCH MOBILE PARK 

Reference Potential Proximity to Relative 
No. (See Contaminant Approximate Method for Sensitive Risk Level 
Figure) Source Type Name Location City Listing Areas (1) Potential Impacts 

3 Transportation - Highway 138 Runs east/west through Glide Field- Within the 2- Moderate Vehicle use increases the risk for leaks or 
Freeways/State DWPA south of wells Observation yr TOT spills of fuel & other haz. materials. Road 
Highways/Other building, maintenance & use can increase 
Heavy Use Roads erosion/slope failure causing turbidity. Over-

application or improper handling of 
pesticides/fertilizers may impact water. 

4 Managed Forest Managed Forest Throughout DWPA Glide Field- Between 5-yr Moderate Cutting and yarding of trees may contribute to 
Lands - Status Lands Observation and 15-yr TOT increased erosion, resulting in turbidity and 
Unknown chemical changes in drinking water supply. 

Over-application or improper handling of 
pesticides or fertilizers may impact drinking 
water source. 

Managed Forest Between 2-yr Moderate Cutting and yarding of trees may contribute to 
Lands - Status and 5-yr TOT increased erosion, resulting in turbidity and 
Unknown chemical changes in drinking water supply. 

Over-application or improper handling of 
pesticides or fertilizers may impact drinking 
water source. 

Managed Forest Between 5-yr Moderate Cutting and yarding of trees may contribute to 
Lands - Status and 1 5-yr TOT increased erosion, resulting in turbidity and 
Unknown chemical changes in drinking water supply. 

Over-application or improper handling of 
pesticides or fertilizers may impact drinking 
water source. 

5 Campgrounds/RV Elk Haven RV West of wells Glide Field- Between 2-yr Lower Leaks or spills of automotive fluids or 
Parks Resort Observation and 5-yrTOT improperly managed septic systems and 

wastewater disposal may impact drinking 
water supply. Heavy usage along edge of 
waterbody may contribute to erosion, causing 
turbidity. 

Note: Sites and areas identified in this Table are only potential sources of contamination lo the drinking water. Environmental contamination is not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed properly. 

(1) Where multiple potential contaminant sources exist at a site, the highest level of risk is used. 

(2) See Table 3 for database listings (if necessary). 

3/15/2005 
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Comments 

Site has an RV dump station. 



TABLE 2. INVENTORY RESULTS - LIST OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES 

PWS# 4100714 FORREST RANCH MOBILE PARK 

Reference Potential Proximity to Relative 
No. (See Contaminant Approximate Method for Sensitive Risk Level 
Figure) Source Type Name Location City Listing Areas (1) Potential Impacts 

6 Sewer Lines - Close Sewer lines Throughout DWPA Glide Interview Within the 2- Higher If not properly designed, installed, and Proximity to PWS yr TOT maintained, sewer lines can impact drinking 
water, especially adjacent to a waterbody or 
within the 2-year time-of-travel zone for 
drinking water wells. 

Sewer Lines - Close Field- Higher If not properly designed, installed, and Proximity to PWS Observation maintained, sewer lines can impact drinking 
water, especially adjacent to a waterbody or 
within the 2-year time-of-travel zone for 
drinking water wells. 

Sewer Lines - Close Interview Higher If not properly designed, installed, and Proximity to PWS 
maintained, sewer lines can impact drinking 
water, especially adjacent to a waterbody or 
within the 2-year time-of-travel zone for 
drinking water wells. 

Sewer Lines - Close 
Higher If not properly designed, installed, and Proximity to PWS 

maintained, sewer lines can impact drinking 
water, especially adjacent to a waterbody or 
within the 2-year time-of-travel zone for 
drinking water wells. 

7 River Recreation • River Recreation Umpqua River Glide Field- Within the 2- Lower Inadequate disposal of human wastes may Heavy Use (inc. Observation yr TOT contribute bacteria and nutrients to the campgrounds) 
drinking water supply. Heavy use may 
contribute to streambank erosion causing 
turbidity. Fuel spills and emissions may also 
contribute to contamination. 

Random Dump Sites South of Umpqua River Moderate Illegal trash and debris containing chemicals 
and hazardous materials may cause 
contamination to groundwater or surface 
water supply. 

Note: Sites and areas identified 1n this Table are only potential sources of contamination to the drinking water. Environmental contamination is not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed properly. 

(1) Where multiple potential contaminant sources exist at a site, the highest level of risk is used. 

{2) See Table 3 for database listings (if necessary). 
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Comments 

City sewer lines run down the 
middle of each street. 



TABLE 2. INVENTORY RESULTS· LIST OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT SOURCES 

PWS# 4100714 FORREST RANCH MOBILE PARK 

Reference 
No. (See 
Figure) 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Potential 
Contaminant 
Source Type 

Wells/Abandoned 
Wells 

Name 

Abandoned Wells 

Approximate 
Location 

Random Dump Sites Random Dumpsite Along bank of Umpqua 
River 

Crops • Nonirrigated Pasture South of wells 
(inc. Christmas 
trees, grains, grass 
seed, pasture) 

Campgrounds/RV Steelhead Run Umpqua Highway 
Parks B&B and RV Park 

City 

Glide 

Glide 

Glide 

Glide 

Method for 
Listing 

Interview 

Field
Observation 

Field-
Observation 

Field• 
Observation 

Proximity to 
Sensitive 
Areas 

Within the 2-
yr TOT 

Between 2-yr 
and 5-yrTOT 

Between 2•yr 
and 5•yrTOT 

Between 5.yr 
and 15•yrTOT 

Relative 
Risk Level 
(1) 

Higher 

Potential Impacts 

Improperly installed or maintained we!!s and 
abandoned wells may provide a direct conduit 
for contamination to groundwater and drinking 
water source. 

Moderate Illegal trash and debris containing chemicals 
and hazardous materials may cause 
contamination to groundwater or surface 
water supply. 

Lower Over.application or improper hand!lng of 
pesticides/fertilizers may impact drinking 
water. Some agricultural practices may result 
in excess sediments discharging to surface 
waters, but non-irrigated crops are generally 
considered to be a low risk. 

Lower Leaks or spills of automotive fluids or 
improperly managed septic systems and 
wastewater disposal may impact drinking 
water supply. Heavy usage along edge of 
waterbody may contribute to erosion, causing 
turbidity. 

Note: Sites and areas identified in this Table are only potential sources of contamination to the drinking water. Environmental contamination is not likely to occur when contaminants are used and managed properly. 

(1) Where multiple potential contaminant sources exist at a site, the highest level of risk is used. 

{2) See Table 3 for database listings (if necessary). 

3/15/2005 
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Comments 

Potential risk should be verified 
during enhanced inventory. 

PWS needs to verify location. 



NOTICE TO WATER WELL- CONTRACTOR 

ThQ: original an~ .first cop~ of th[$ report WATiWELL REPORT 
are to be filed wlth the • _ .· 

WATER RESOURCES DEP-:ARTMElf). EC EI V ~' OF OREGOb(\\ 
SALEM, OIU;GON 11'1310 .A _ I\ .. ~Iease type or print) .. · Y 0{,.Q. 

w QlL9. * I 
state wen No •. c) bs/3.u.!._':( {) 

within 3!J- day,; from the date ~ ~a---: 
Of \,1,•ell completion, OCl 3 l 1t>"root write above this line) \ • ~J . 

State Permit No. _______ _ 

(2) T'i"PE OF WORK (check): 
New Wcl~ DeEpening O :R.econ~_ti!?nlng D Abandon D 

'ii' ti.i:cand(lnment. describe mateda1 .a;qd procedure in Item 12, 

(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check): 
Reta..,, ~riven □ L..r_ . 
Cabl~.,. '"Cl -Jetted D Dome.stfo ~u.etrfa.l D n~unioips,l □ 

Dug □ Borf!d D Irrigation D Te.st Well D Other □ 

(9fASING INSTALLED: Threaded O Welde~ 

_ .. _.;;;_,,Diam.from .......... (.5. ..... ft. to ·---h--/.-, ft. Gage .:2,$0. 
·-··-·-········" Diar.a... from ____ ft. to ____ ft. Gage ----

--·-··-- ·-" Diwn.. from ft. to ft. Gage ............ ,. ...... __ 

.PERFORATIONS: F'erforated? O Ye$ ~-

Type c..f perforator used 

§iie of perforations in. by in. 

____ perforations frorn. . ____ ·-·--· ft. to ·----~ fL 
____ -·-----·· perforations :from ______ :ft, tQ ,.,__ _____ ft. 

perforations from ft. to -.. n••·-···-·~-~··•., ...... !t. 

(7) SCREE.NS: 
:ManUfacturer'$ Name 

Well sere-en in.stalled? 0 Yes ~No 

Tyi')e ····-·· .. -· ............ _________ ~· Model No. -~·--------

Diam. ........ - ..... .Slat !aize .-............. Set from ······---.. -·--··-· ft. io ____ ft_ 

Oi.an. ................. Slot Sl.zt, ···········-··· Set fl'o:rn. -· fi:.. to ft. 

{8) WELL TESTS: Di-awdown 1s amount water level l.!i 
lowered below static level 

If yes, by whom'l 

Y1~1d: gal./min. with • • 

.. it. d.."3.Wdown aite:t hrs. 

hrs, 

~~?~~,0fl~o~w~-----~-'•~-P~-=m.:c_ ____________ _ 

i'.'~tature of water "i?epth erlesfan :flow encountered ft, 

!::il ~~~!~:::~!°.r=~ir. ~ A '--~------- """'" 
W-e:H se11led from land surface to .............. ~~·-·------------·-· :ft. 
Dl.tmet<er of w-ell bore to bottom of seD-1 .. r .. f. ............. in. 

l:'i.ametei· o.f well bore below .$eal .......... -.(;;:, ............ i~. 9 
N}lhlber c.f. sic!<:~ of cement used !n ~~~--~~:;ki:i 

'f.9,~r•n•r:..,~';,,:.'~5cl~~~ 
01~~··· C"½',v,.Q\, _yd . C¥-·~··-·-·· ----3.la. _____ ,___ .• , _____ _ 
Wa.i; a ci.l'.'.iV<; shoe useci'} O Yes (e!Jio Plugs-·---··" Size; locs.tion ....... __ ,. ft. 

Di.d ;,my sti•ata -contain unusabfe' water~_ O Yes ~o 

J'J>pe of water? depth of strata 

Met.hod of wfllir,.g strata off 

Wa$ ws:H gl."a.ve~ packed? D )fe,s Si~ of gravel: 

................. ~---- it.. to .... ft. 

(10) 
Driller'!i well numbe;r 

W.M. 

Bearing and distance from section or subdivision corner 

(11) WATER LEVEL: C,,mpleted well. 
Depth at which water was first found /CJ~ ft, 

S'mtie l,ev-cl /t!:J: .it. below land aurfoee. DatO~ 
Artesian pressure lbs. per :,qua:re inch, DQte 

(12) WELL LOG· - ,,,.__,_,,, 

0 
• Diameter of well below casing ...... ~ ............ . 

Depth drilled ::?o ft. Depth of completed wen /:i,e, ft. 

Formation: Describe color, texture. grain size ~nd structure of materfols: 
.i:ud show thlcimess and nature of each :.tratum and aquifer penetrated, 
with at least one entry for each ehange of formation. Report ea.i;h· ,('ha,nge in. · 
position of Static Water Level an([ indica.te- pdnclpa[ water-bearing strata.. 

Drilling Machine Opera.tor's Certit'iea.tton: 
This well was constructed under my direct supervrn1on, 

Materials used and in!ormatio~ __ /erted above. are true to my 
best knowle~ and belief.,$~ ,.. J 
[Signed] ~-------------------·----------- Date&.i __ ?Qo_l13. 

(D~g Ma~hinto Operator) -,' / 

Drilling .Machine Operator's License No •. g£l:?. _______ _ 
Water Well Conttaetor's Certification: 

This w~ was~r· ~ under my- judsdic~nd this report j_s 
true to th est of m ltno le e t1' ,'!lie t- 7 tJ ~ ,:; 
Name ______ (1,1_ ____ {{.-10,,P.._U~------ __ _ It, __ ~-, ll_,_,

7 
____ ,J-,,, 

~ ~•• flrm ~•call~ /' /2-:Jf: i; •*•" 1(-l ::-
Address \)',f-.. 7-,(yJ?.~~----~·--- -_ ---°"---7-.. --.. ' :-&/4-,1U'f.-e__ 
[Signed]~::::¥\<~-_ _ _______ .,LL-----~--. 

ll.te-r Well ronp-actoi•) • 

Contractor'• License No. _ _,_/) __ Date ------/- __ ~m" 
' (USE ADD~IONAL SHEE'l'S IF NECESSARY) SP~4!i!J!i6-ll'il 



t,V e,l I "I 'j,... ) ;:::- /,)::,...---:=--. 
/.._,) ,Y],--: . -·~ 

~STATE OF OREGON · ;.7V -•# 
WATER WELL REPORT (/ I/ C) ~ 

1 
(as required by ORS 537.765) / ft? 7 .._/ 

.• 1 ~ 

JUL 191994 
, VVAl t.R r(,.;.2 ..iLfrf...,T~ L..t..f 1. 

(1) OWNER: , . 'v;w,ieie1JrN!'liummilierr::::::_:..::_::..s$All.Li FEM ~TION OF WELL by legal description: 
Name DOWN/;, Y c{\J-rf-,(2 P1<15E;$ County OouGL.4$Latirude, _____ Longitude~-=--
Address :'I 7£1 A . .s rm-c ,$ r; . Township a (p N o@Range ,3 E or@,vhl. 
City f2NrA£fo State e.a ZipQJ7,fu?.. Section /0 ____ ¼ ____ ,. 

(2). TYPE OF WORK: Tax Lot cxO'D T.o• Dioc" Subdivisio·u ___ _ 

C't New Well D Deepen 0 Recondition 

(3) DRILL METHOD: 
Qi!I Rotary Air O Rotary Mud O Cable 

0 Other 
(4) .PROPOSED USE: 
liY! · Do0:.estic D Community O Industrial. 

0 Thermal D Injection .0. Other 

D Abandon 

0 l;,;gati~~ ·• 

(5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION: · · 
Special Consttuction approval. D Yes 2iJlNo . Depth of Completed Wei~. 
Explosiv~ used D Yes~~ i;pe•-~-~ Alnoun•.__ ___ _ 

HOLE 
Diameter- From _ To. 
/()·,- A. >o 

SEAL· 
· _ Marerial • • From - . -~ ..,_,..., To-. 

C> 

How was > ,!>J~ced: Method D A O B 
l;J!l Other LJf!!.'ALd, 

De Do 

Backfill placed .from..:__ ft. to __ ._. ft. Material _______ _ 

GravCl place.d from...:__ ft. to ft.· : Sii.e ofgraYel 

(6) CASING/LINER: 

~;r From. To Gauge Sled Plastic Welded-. Threaded 

Casing· 
~·;;; .,,.,, ~.,::;, IB- □ ~ .. . □ ~ 

□ □ □ □ 
□ □ □ □ 
0 □ □ □ 1/r/ ... 1 ~"' ........ JI.N 

□ g r7 

□ 
.. 

Liner:. LJ 

' □ □ □ □ .. 

Final location of shoe(s) 

( ,(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREEN~;_,~,? . ,. 
"-,___,' ~orauons . . . Method•'. ~~ ~ 

D Screens · ·· · Type · · .Material· ___ ·c.· __ 

Slot Tele/pipe 
From To size Number Diameter size Casing Llner-

Street Address' of Well (or nearest address) ___ .....:._ _____ _ 

· (10) STATIC WATERLEVEL: 
70 ft. below land surface. 

Artesian pressure lb. per square inch. 

. (11) WATER BEARING ZONES: 

Date 7/ / ,:Z/y, 
Date 

Depth at which water was first found _ _.Qo-..;L::.....'3~'--------

From 

21'<-' 

(12) WELL LOG: 

To 
n / I ' 

Estimated Flow Rate 
-~-~ -

SWL 

70' 

· Ground elevation· ________ _ 

Material . From To SWL 

Fl l7 
_<;! _ ... -1 -.oc....f<.. Y-2t,...,,n ... r---··, W .. 

IC"- - ., • - .• - _\ \I 

r. ·-v-c1¢ N,...1.c..-'~ L 7 -,~ 

·o_ ~- _ .....,_ __ r . ._ __ \ V 

~.I' ~' --- - I;::.. Jo.o,., J - J _a,_ 

~.1- .......... JJ- u~ u 

_'2,s,.O!::::,.J-2,!,..:z..;;;. LH!~/>!: .;,_;,,·.'.:jt (,l[J..C. .q·s:;, ULIA_:•#2·_✓.,_·-1--"·~_"" 0 B,- ,. 

----l---'---l---l--'-'-l--c.----1----:.-~ □-:_ .. ,. □;~:· .. ~ ~·~----'--~·--------'--,f'-",.~-+--+--~- □ □ 
·'·. 

□ ·□ 
□ □ 

. . 
. 

• , - . . ... l /_-.: '.,~ ~•::,·.· :1: - .:·:•:~::•:j. :;.• ._,; ::"",: .;;•~r; :<:-· ;,, 

(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum•.testingtimdsl_bonr.,, ,,;: ,,;:J!•.,: ... ,. . , °7//~''/q v, , .. ,., . , "7//:2./9' 
,' - _ . _ . . _ _ Flowing . _ _ Date started _ Completed 

. 0 ~p:: ;;cc □ ·&i1~r•' .. · .:-. 8 Ali.,, .. ',;,,·,, 0 Artesian'':';::•: (unbonded) W..ter Well Constructor Certification:· ... ·" . ·-. · 
· . - · . ..-,~:·;,;_!:,::,:.. :- ·!. ...-.Cf certify that-the work I perfoimecrOn tli£00nstructi011} alteration, or aband1 

Yield gal/min,· - · • Drawdown:•~·.-11". ::..:r Drill ·stem at :..•i ~ •, .:- '. ,i~: 'Ilm_e ;, . -~-. :..r:. ·· ment Of this wen iS in compliance With Oregon Well construction standards. Materi 

3 6 G¢}21 I tf/D ' I "~·j '! ' ·1:· , .. fi)i: · • • ::", . ~ and ;rma~:n: ~po~':' fu: ~::I::::: ~~~ 
.;:. •. . , _ _ .. ., . . - ... _ . , Signed .. "'::::7 Date ?(lf'fr 

. -- ··- ··_//0 ·· --·- ;..;:. ··----,. ·~•-· .. _.. -(bonded).WaterWell'ConstructorCertificitiOD:) .m~!~ 
Tempeniture of W..ter __ :.J_,....,___ Depth A~ian .. 1:1_.9:,.r;,-Fot1:n4.: '{- ·· .• • - · • ··:. ,- ,1,:,.:-;,I accept n:$ponsiQility:fo.t thcf co~tiuCti_ol'.I; alteration;;. or abandonment work i 
Was a water analysis done? 0 Yes · By who- fonned on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work perfoni 

Did any strata contai~ water not suitable for i~tended use?,. D Too little • - .. during th~thtim[_i] iofn compknliance
1
edwith Oregon well construction standards. This re~ 

D □ is_ true ~ __ e .7t my ow. ge and belief. ·. · . . - · _ /-, 

Dep~al:C;trata~uddy 2□13o,r □, Colored .. p ~ther_------~ Sign '.,(; :·: ;~ •~ _ 
0
v;:c:;rr;,_~'M 

. ORIGINAL & FIRS!' COPY - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT"·-''. ... SECOND COPY, CONSTRUCTOR - · . · THIRD COPY - CUSTOMER 9809C \I 



. -,-___ r ' I r 
·, { Jl_-' \_,,\_(:;, _, 

RECEIVED, . 

,j STATE OF OREGON.,• 
WATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT 

(as required by ORS 537.765) 

NOV 2 5 1996 

Instructions for comnletin11 this report are on the last na1•c or thi: 

(START cARD) # 9 obo 2 
WAI-ER RESOURCES DEPT 1 

---- ,_$A] Etty £§tG-RN (l) OWNER: Well Number l'WlNI r-~ ,. ·. · A ION OFlVELL b_y lefj_l d~crip_tio~ .. ..J, Cl 

1'ame \J~, s\ !'.Is:~ 1- o-\e :i: pi-:-, ~e.. S County \)c·'--':5\0,:,. Lat>tude CJ3 ,t.,. "-/)U Longitude iJ3 C ), ( 

Add,ess '::J.'J_:,-/ '/-J >-"Tt11;:~?,'1, Township :)l;, S :,.; or S Range ;5 ,__,.j F. or W. W:Vt. 

City D 01:rc .... v< {i State ( A. Zip S D /;, .A Scctidn /_ ,......, 1/4 1/4 
u 

(2) TYPE OF WORK ' Tax Lot ~ C ~ Lot Block .. _Subdt•:ision 

~New Well O Deepening O Alteration (repair/recondition) 0 Abandonment StrnetAddrnss of Well (o, nwest edms) .]7 ?,Y'-f tv c ,thu,mw,, 
(3) DRILL METHOD: H-w --S:.C\1 l. p, iZ R I 

~otaryAir □Rotary Mud □Cable OAuge, 
~, .. ,I~~ L-GV ,C:- , 

(10) STAT WATER LEVC\L: · 

O0th" :as- ft. below l.1nd surface. Date lO ~.,2 'i• 9 
(4) PROPOSED USE: Ancsian pressure lb. per square inch. Date 

~Domestic □community 0 Industrial 0 Irrigation (11) WATER HEARI/\G ZO/\ES: 

OThenmal Q!njection □ Livestock O0thec 
Depth at which water was fim found· ;2q \. (5) BORE HOLE CO/\STRCCTIO/'i: 

Special C'.-onstruction approval QYes ~'-"o Depth of Completed Wcll~ft. 

Explosives used D Yes ~o Type Amount · From To Estimated Row Rate SWI 

HOLE SEAL .l LI I " .... "\ T. ,,~- ~s: 
Diameter From To Material From To Sacks or pounds 

U' 

t ,, 1~ r11~·~1 a r· 1 

'ir ~(.\I...",,. 

1=" 
(12) WELL LOG: 

How was seal placed: Method OA OB □c OD OE Ground Elevation 

00 Other fou.vco. 
Backfill placed from __ ft. to __ ft. Material .Nlatcrial From To SWL 

Gravel placed from ft. to ft. Size of gravel "'-'' J:( ,..,.. ... "'' 0 q 

(6) CASll'\G/LI/\ER: 
,,· ~ .,.;.,\, "-·• \ .j. a-.. ,iJ q ~-,' 

Diameter From To G:rnge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded . . -' __ ...,\~ ~ ... L.L/" ..... _. /6~ ..... "'"' - ) 

Casing· l." ; -, 371 ..,.., ~ □ l;1'J. □ 
< ~ ·~" -_,). - .... . 

'7 

□ □ □ □ 
< ' .1, ~-..I. /,1_..J ,. J -,4 

□ □ □ □ lt~\r- - •,.. e_,·.,c_ I '"lU I "I?' 

n n □ n L b' \1 
,., .. - I "I 'Si- ;i.c 

Liner: Ll" . '-\ :21oY :.""1• 
□ -gi □ □ uoL·- ' .. <- <..a.\-""t- 1.i '1 !Y 1 

□ □ □ □ 
< . , \, ~-A I lrG _-,u \ 

Final location of shoe(s) I 
,-- . .h.t,• \ I r- - •. L I .-:;-J' , .. , .... 11:.<: 

(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: 
,-- • -\, ..,_ &.I /!:4 r -1- .;iu'> . .,_ s, 

Weno;ations Method S\.¼ \\s,. -uJ ' ~ 1 -c.\, tL.,." ""' .,, - t, ,,~ 
OScreens Type Material 

.) 

Slot Tele/pipe 

{f.1 To ,r;;l.t ~i;~r 
Diameter size Casing Liner .,,_.., 

□ ~ 

□ □ 
□ □ 
□ □ 

. □ □ 

(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour Date started ~ -.i~-~ I: Completed L~- ~L- 'i (,, 
Flowing 

(unbondcd) Water Well Constructor Certification: 

□Pump 0 Bailer j8lAir 0Anesian I cenify that the work I perfonned on the construction, alteration, or abandonm 

Yield nai/min Drawdown Drill stem at Time 
of this weU is in compliance with Oregon wat.er supply well construction standard 

f.c~- 34'Cl :J7 c;: fl hZ'\ 
Materials used and information reported above are true to.the best of my knowled 
and belief. 

d" - WWC Numbe, l{,,?u; 
Signect--GdQi..~e•~ Date Jl-15.-~ 

Temperature of water I..J.., v Depth Artesian Flow Found (bonded) Water Well Construdor Certification: 

Was a water analysis done? □ Yes By whom I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work 

Did any strata contain water not suitable for intended use? 0 Too little 
performed on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work: 
performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon water supply well 

OSahy □Muddy O0do, OColored O0ihe, construction standards. This report is true to the best of my knowledge tYJJ 
Depth of strata: ./4 fa A./ WWC Numbe, 

Signed _, • / ' Date ../L..• .fl 

OR!GlNAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY.CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER 



STATE OF OREGON 
WATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT 

(u ,equim! by ORS 537.765) 

· Instructions for comnletml! th s report are on the last oaee of this form. 

(1) OWNER: Well Number ____ _ 

Name OczW.V<Y ,E~/f/.l'l' .I' 

.-...._City 0,#/.,,-A'y"a Slate Ca.. Zip9/9£.l 
'(2) TYPE OF WORK . 
D New Well. [J Deepening~ Alterati~n (repai~/recondition) D Abandonment 

(3) DRILL METHOD: 

~Rotary Air □Rotary Mud OCable _ □Auger 
□Other 
(4) PROPOSED USE: 

~ Domestic D Community D Industrial . 
' ()·/-: ~. Thennal D Injection O Livestock , 

□Irrigation 

O0ther 
BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION: 

,-Special 6.nstruction approval O Yes~ No Depth of Completed W~ ?"fit. --~--~~1 
Explosives used QYes ,gj'No Type _____ Amount ____ _ 

HOLE SEAL 
Material From To Sacks or pounds I$ I I I 

How was seal placed: Method □A OB □c DD DE 
0 Other ___________________ _ 

Backfill place.d frOtll ft. to ft. Material 

Gravel placed from _j :Y .f' ft. to ----V ft. Size of gravel ~ /7"' 
(6) CASING/LINER: 

Diameter From To Gauge Steel Plastic Welded Threaded 

Casing· □ □ □ □ 
□ □ □ □ 

) □ □ □ □ 
~ □ □ □ □ 

Liner: ¥" -r l- Yf" J;t) □ l8l □ □ 
7'' /0? ,l.O( ,!J)r-, 

□ ~ □ □ ,,-~t ,:Final location .of shoe(s) 

If/. PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: 
~ ~ 0 Perforations Melhcxl ' 

-, .f'.lScreens Type/faHO S'>'flFTc;J/.JMaterial fie 
To 

Slot Tele/pipe 
size · Number Dlamelcr size Casing Liner 

□ □ t/7t • /011 ,LJ/c., □ l'!i 
·.~::::~&··· ·-

-1/'" 

(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour 

□Pump □ Bailer □ Air 
Yield gaVmln Drawdown Drill stem at 

I t;//11 I 

□ ~ 
□ □ 
□ □ 

Flowing 
0Artesian 

Time .. -

1 hr. 

Tcmpcrarnrc of waler _____ Depth ·Anesian Row Found ____ _ 

Was a water analysis done? O Yes By whom ________ _ 

Did any strata con~ water not suitable for intended use? D Too little 

OSalty OMuddy O0dor □Colored O0ther _____ _ 
.....,_;,· Depth of strata: 

(START CARD) #_q--'---"'3..,.3'-L-'-'/S:~---
(9) LOCATION OF WELL by le~! description: uJ 0 
. County /)- r/4 J. Latiwde 1/3° /9. <J;;o Longitnde /;;)3 o,;). "°-

Townshi~ di;; <;:, N or S Range 3 CJ E or W. WM. 
Section /0 ____ 1/4 _____ 1/4 
Tax Lot ,x'OO Lot . Block-===- Subdivision __ ~_ 

S:'°tAddress of Well ('\'nearest ad<jressl ..::Jd.J.Y </ Alo¥+b O.nlP9~~ 
_t\w~. .Ld \~t,/tl /-'c..rk; o£. ~ V · 

(IO) STATI' WATER LEVE~ . . /l 
1/'0 ft. below land surface. Date b-/ Jl-9 

Anesian pressure lb. per square inch. Date 
(11) WATER BEARING ZONES: 

Deplh at which water was first found ______________ _ 

From Estimated Flow Rate SWL 

/V/M , , 

(12) WELL LOG: 
Ground Elevation ______________ _ 

V-Ril"-4'"1-"- - ~'-('i, I 

Material From To SWL 

' . 

.. 

. 

-
Date started L -/ {- Y 1/ Completed /.., - / 1/- Y / 
(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification: 

I cenify that the work I perfonned on the construction. alteration, or abandonment 
of this well is in compliance with Oregon water supply well construction standards:. 
Materials used and infonnatiotl reported above are true to the best of my knowledge 

· and belief. 
WWC Number ____ _ 

Signed Date 

(bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification: 

I accepi. responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment work 
perfonned on this well during the construction dates reported above. All work 
perfonned during this time is in compliance with Oregon water supply well 

construc:;dards. Thisreport.is :; the_bes~n~\::~ge ,t ;_jf 
Signe4/'~ r, ~_., Date 6 ·/f-f'? 

ORIGINAL & FIRST COPY-WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY-CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY-CUSTOMER 



Parameters Used in Delineation Model 

Delineation Method: □ Analytical □ Calculated Fixed Radius c;!l Enhanced CFR 
□ Numerical □ Hydrogeologic Mapping □ Analytic Element 

Pump Rate1 (Qin gpm): Well 1=8.6; Well 2=6.4; Well 3=1.5; Well 4=4.1 

Source: □ System □ Water Resources Dept 
□ Pump Capacity c;!l Population Estimate 

□ Comparable Community 
□ 90% of Safe Yield 

Nature of the Aquifer: □ Unknown 
□ Semi-confined 

□ Unconfined 
c;!l Confined 

Aquifer name: Volcanic Rocks of the Western Cascades 

Confining Unit lithology: 
Depth to Aquifer: 

Aquifer Characteristics: 
Lithology: 

□ Unknown □ Sandy Silt 
□ Sand □ Sand & Gravel 
□ Gravel □ Cobbles/Gravel 
□ Other:. ________ _ 

Thickness (b ): 12 feet 

Effective Porosity (n): 0.2 

Unfractured (?) Sedimentary Rocks 
106 to 241 feet 

□ Layered Volcanic Rocks 
□ Fractured Volcanic Rocks 
c;!l Fractured Sedimentary Rocks 

Hydraulic Conductivity (Permeability): I. I ft/day □ N/ A 
□ Estimated from lithology c;!l Specific Capacity (Well Report) 
□ Published Report □ Aquifer Test 

Hydraulic Gradient: NA Flow Direction: ____ c;!l NIA 
□ Published Report □ Graphical Solution □ Estimate 
□ Field Measurements □ Model Results 

Other High Capacity Wells Accounted for: None 

1. Groundwater models used do not allow for variable pump rates, e.g., pumps turning off and on. 
Therefore, we must calculate an average continuous pump rate over a 24-hour period. Pump rate, 
therefore, represents average daily use of highest three months divided by 1440 minutes/day to 
obtain gallons/minute value. 

2. Individual pumping rates for wells were based on the aquifer's ability to yield water at the 
individual sites. 




